LUKE 24:1-49
THE LIVING AND LOVING PURSUIT OF OUR LORD

WOMEN COME TO ANOINT THE BODY OF JESUS WITH SPICES
(24:1-12)

Distress and Confusion (24:1-4)
Their hopes earthly and national vindication and restoration were shattered.
In their despair they seek to do a good thing and anoint the dead body of Jesus.

WOMEN COME TO ANOINT THE BODY OF JESUS WITH SPICES
(24:1-12)
Recollection of Instruction (24:5-7)
Recalling these instructions renews their hope and anticipation.
Luke 9:22

Thank God, He is gracious to help us find the truth – truth for which many times we
are not looking.
Our hope abides in the anticipation of God’s intervention and care.
Proverbs 16:9
Proverbs 19:21

Such a passage should not inspire laxness or indifference.
There should be thankfulness for God who lovingly seeks to inform and direct
people in ways HE KNOWS are best for them.

WOMEN COME TO ANOINT THE BODY OF JESUS WITH SPICES
(24:1-12)

Women become Witness (24:8-12)
Excited and enthused, these women return to the eleven disciples and the other
followers of Jesus who were gathered with them.
The disciples dismiss their report and returned to their depression and moping.

MOURNING TRAVELERS TO EMMAUS (24:13-35)

Distress and Confusion (24:13-24)
The report of the women only served to add to their distress and confusion.
Isn’t it amazing how discouragement and depression causes the filters of
assessment to only permit negative conclusions.
They see no hope in anything that has happened and every report only serves to
make matters worse.

MOURNING TRAVELERS TO EMMAUS (24:13-35)
Recollection of Instruction (24:25-29)
Jesus, challenges their teachableness.
Jesus takes them through the Law and the Prophets of the Old Testament,
presenting to them types, symbols and teachings that prophesy the Messiah who
would be a sin-bearer.
The pieces of the puzzle are coming together and Scripture is dancing in the light.
John 5:39–40

Jesus came to give direction to blind and misguided hearts.
Jesus was aware of their hurt and their dismay and He lovingly came to their aid.

MOURNING TRAVELERS TO EMMAUS (24:13-35)

Travelers become Witness (24:30-35)
At the prayer and bread breaking it became clear to them this was in fact the
resurrected Lord.
Recalling the conversation on the road, they spoke of the soul stirring illumination
they experienced as Jesus taught them.
They proclaim the Lord is risen to the room of gathered followers of Jesus.
These travelers are now witnesses of their living Lord.

JESUS APPEARS TO THE DISCIPLES (24:36-49)

Distress and Confusion (24:36-43)
His supernatural appearance shocks and frightens them.
Overwhelming distress and confusion continues to feed their human despondency
and skepticism.
Jesus love and seeks them.
Jesus compassionately helps them to “come to grips” with the truth – He is risen!

JESUS APPEARS TO THE DISCIPLES (24:36-49)
Recollection of Instruction (24:44-47)
Jesus refreshes their memory concerning His previous interpretations of Old
Testament passages that He made for them during His public ministry.
In a gift of spiritual power, Jesus opens their hearts and minds to the truth.
1 Corinthians 2:14

Jesus also taught them that the gifts and repentance and forgiveness will not be
restricted to the nation of Israel.
John 3:16
John 12:32

The gospel is to be shared pervasively in anticipation of God granting life and
salvation to those He comes to save.

JESUS APPEARS TO THE DISCIPLES (24:36-49)

Followers of Jesus are Witnesses (24:48-49)
Followers of Jesus are empowered by the Spirit of God to be witnesses.
Acts 1:8

With pursuing love and tender compassion Jesus will bring gospel truth home.
John 10:16

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

What are there matters in your life bringing distress and confusion?
In what areas does your heart and mind need instruction and guidance
from the truth of God’s word?
How can you grow your trust in God to empower and inspire you to
share His truth with others?
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